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Abstract 

This thesis proposes a combinatorial auction-based marketplace mechanism for 

cloud computing services, which allows users to reserve arbitrary combination of 

services at requested timeslots, prices and quality of service. The proposed 

mechanism helps enterprise users build workflow applications in a cloud computing 

environment, specifically on the platform-as-a-service, where the users need to 

compose multiple types of services at different timeslots. 

The proposed marketplace mechanism consists of a forward market for an 

advance reservation and a spot market for an immediate allocation of services. Each 

market employs mixed integer programming to enforce a Pareto optimum 

allocation with maximized social economic welfare, as well as double-sided auction 

design to encourage both users and providers to compete for buying and selling the 

services. 

A marketplace simulator, named W-Mart, is specially developed for this thesis. 

It implements the proposed mechanism on Java platform being powered by CPLEX, 

the state-of-the-art MIP solver. W-Mart is designed after the multi-agent virtual 

market system U-Mart, and is also capable to deal with human agents and machine 

agents at the same time. 

Three experiments are carried out by means of multi-agent simulations. First, 

the accuracy of the combinatorial allocation scheme is validated. The result 
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demonstrates that it works properly. Second, the overhead of the proposed market 

mechanism including MIP solver is assessed. The result shows that the overhead is 

acceptable to deal with an expected number of participants within the proposed 

trading schedule. Third, the performances of four types of market mechanisms are 

extensively evaluated. The results clarify that (1) the proposed 

forward/combinatorial mechanism outperforms other non-combinatorial and/or 

non-reservation (spot) mechanisms in both user-centric rationality and global 

efficiency, (2) running both a forward market and a spot market improves resource 

utilization without disturbing advance reservations, and (3) the users' preference 

between the forward market and the spot market affects the performance of whole 

marketplace significantly in tight demand/supply conditions. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Throughout its 60 years of history, computer systems have been evolved in a 

spiral way of integration and distribution. They experienced a transition from 

centralized, massive, shared mainframes in 1970s to decentralized, handy, private 

PCs in 1990s. In 2010s, nevertheless, they are again moving into consolidated, 

shared machines invisible to users: so-called cloud computing systems. 

The basic idea of cloud computing is to deliver computational resources as 

services across the internet. The users don't need to invest in a huge computer 

system to do their business; instead, they can purchase the cloud computing 

services on demand. The underlying hardware is generally hosted in huge 

datacenters armed with sophisticated virtualization techniques to realize high-level 

scalability, agility and availability. "This elasticity of resources, without paying a 

premium for large scale, is unprecedented in the history of IT", Armbrust said [1]. 

Consequently, building enterprise systems on cloud computing platform is 

becoming increasingly popular in these days. In contrast to a conventional 

on-premise computing system, to which the user has to invest in dedicated 

hardware and software, the cloud computing system delivers virtualized hardware 

and software resources to users on demand via the internet, generally in a 

pay-per-use manner. It significantly reduces the cost for deploying and maintenance 
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of enterprise systems.  

The cloud is described as a three-tier structure, namely Infrastructure as a 

Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS) from 

low-layer to high-layer. Recently PaaS is evolving rapidly as a software 

development/deployment environment for enterprise systems. For example, 

Microsoft Windows Azure [2] provides .NET development environment and SQL 

service, whereas Google App Engine [3] provides Python and Java development 

environment with key-value store service. A developer chooses an appropriate 

service among available ones to build his customized system. 

An enterprise system is generally consists of multiple subsystems to model a 

complex real business. The subsystems are often provided by service on the internet, 

or PaaS, and the developer of the enterprise system needs to choose appropriate 

PaaS providers to develop an efficient system. As the number of PaaS provider will 

increase, a challenging issue is how to choose an appropriate combination of 

services, or PaaSes, to build a complex enterprise system. Furthermore, the 

enterprise system has strict requirements for the quality of service (QoS) as well as a 

budget limitation. Unfortunately no practical workaround to this complex problem is 

realized so far in the cloud computing environment. 

This kind of problem has long been discussed as a resource allocation problem 

on a distributed computing system [4]. The problem is typically described as a sort of 

optimization problem and tends to have computational complexity to obtain 

optimum solutions. A market-based approach is a promising methodology to deal 

with the complexity while satisfying budget limitation [5,6]. Specifically a 

combinatorial auction-based approach is recently evolved because of its ability to 

optimize allocation of a bundle of multiple goods [7,8]. However, the previous work 

does not satisfy requirements of resource allocation in the enterprise system 

composed of multiple cloud services, as discussed in Section 2.3. 
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1.2 Research Objectives 

This thesis proposes a marketplace mechanism for resource allocation to 

develop an enterprise system in cloud computing environment. The proposed 

mechanism performs resource allocation between users and PaaS providers using 

combinatorial double-sided auction. In other words, both users and PaaS providers 

place buying/selling orders of resources, and the market mechanism decides 

resource allocations by means of auctions. The user's enterprise system often 

consists of multiple resources, thus, the user is able to order arbitrary combination of 

services for future use at desired time, price and QoS requirements. The proposed 

mechanism employs mixed integer programming (MIP) to obtain optimal resource 

allocation enforcing a Pareto optimum outcome as well as a fair trading. 

1.3 Scope and Limitations 

Despite the emphasis on “enterprise PaaS” stories told above, the proposed 

market mechanism can also be adopted to the other cloud services as IaaS or SaaS, 

and even to a broader variation of combinatorial resource allocation/scheduling 

problems. The mechanism itself is a versatile, implementation-independent design 

of a combinatorial marketplace; therefore its application is not limited to computing 

services. 

The scope of this thesis is, however, limited to a fundamental design of market 

mechanism and its evaluation. Physical considerations such as network delay and 

provisioning time are intentionally ignored; they may be treated as separate services 

in practice. Security requirements are also assumed to be satisfied, as well as 

governance and compliance issues. Currency used in the marketplace should be any 

real currency as EUR/USD/JPY/etc. Use of virtual currency involves another research 

topic of ecosystem management, and it is out of the scope of this thesis.  
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1.4 Contributions 

Cloud computing is a promising paradigm of computing in the next decade. As 

the number of stakeholders is increasing rapidly, the role of marketplace should 

widely be accepted. Providing a fundamental design of cloud-friendly market 

mechanism, this thesis contributes a blueprint for pioneers to establish a cloud 

service marketplace. The marketplace will bring three benefits to the stakeholders: 

(1) it will help users discover and acquire appropriate services at a reasonable cost 

amongst many providers; (2) it will help providers meet potential users and make 

maximum utilization of their own resources; and additionally (3) it will give the 

operator of marketplace supremacy over the computing industry. The author hopes 

this research will promote substantial competitions among users, providers and 

operators of cloud marketplaces in the future. 

1.5 Outline of the Thesis 

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a 

common understanding of market institutions and auction theory, as well as 

preceding instances of market-based management techniques for computing 

resource management. Additionally, the applications of market mechanism in other 

disciplines are also mentioned. Chapter 3 introduces the basic concepts of cloud 

computing and its use cases for enterprise systems. Four requirements are clarified 

to design an efficient marketplace from both practical and theoretical points of view. 

Chapter 4 presents the design and algorithms of the cloud service marketplace. First 

it outlines the institution of the marketplace and its participants. Next it formulates 

the service allocation scheme as a mixed integer program (MIP), as well as the 

pricing scheme which extends the concept of K-pricing. Chapter 5 illustrates the 

design and implementation of simulator named W-Mart. It translates the conceptual 
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model into a software system as hybrid architecture of a multi-agent simulation 

framework and a general-purpose optimization framework. Chapter 6 describes and 

analyzes the results of three experiments which are carried out to evaluate the 

proposed mechanism. Section 6.1 validates the combinatorial allocation and 

confirms that the implemented mechanism properly works as expected. Section 6.2 

evaluates the overhead of the proposed mechanism and shows that it is acceptable 

in the cloud service market. Section 6.3 evaluates the performance of the proposed 

mechanism and concluded that it outperforms other types of market mechanisms. 

Chapter 7 concludes with a summary, an overview of open questions and an outlook 

on future world with the cloud computing marketplace. 
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Chapter 2 Background and Related 

Work 

This research stands on an interdisciplinary area of computer science and 

economics. This Chapter first studies thoroughly on market mechanism, mainly 

focusing on auction design. Next, it reviews the preceding researches on 

market-based management of computer systems. Finally, it surveys other 

applications of market mechanism in the real world, discussing the possibility of 

applying their market models to the cloud computing systems. 

2.1 Market Mechanisms 

Markets are institutions through which exchange of resources is facilitated. A 

French economist Antoine Augustin Cournot (1801-1877) so defined the market that 

“economists understand by the term Market, not any particular market place in 

which things are bought and sold, but the whole of any region in which buyers and 

sellers are in such free intercourse with one another that the prices of the same 

goods tend to equality easily and quickly” [9]. Nowadays the notion of market is not 

limited to a geological region but also includes a virtual structure that allows 

participants to exchange any type of goods, services and information [10]. The most 

essential role of a market, in my opinion, is to aggregate information on supply and 

demand; hence it is quite natural to use market mechanism for promotion, 
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procurement, allocation and/or scheduling of computing resources. 

There exists a broad range of market mechanisms invented so far and also 

exists a variety of taxonomy of them. For instance, Figure 2.1 is Freidman’s 

taxonomy of market institutions [11]. Well, which particular kind of market 

mechanism among them is the best for trading computing resources? To answer it, 

next two chapters study a broad outline of the market mechanisms and, in particular, 

auction mechanisms. 

2.1.1 A Taxonomy of Market Mechanisms 

First, let us classify some of the typical market mechanisms following the line of 

Buyya’s taxonomy [12]. 

A. Commodity Market 

What we first imagine with the word "market" may be a commodity market, 

where the sellers set the price for merchandise and the buyers pay money to get it. 

An example is a farmer in a marketplace selling tomatoes at $3 for 1kg; you may 

purchase 2kg of them and pay $6 – that is the commodity market. The price is 

pre-determined by the seller and does not change (flat-rate) or changes over time 

(variant-rate) based on the balance of supply and demand. The payment is usually 

proportional to the quantity of the merchandise. The commodity market model is 

 
Figure 2.1  A taxonomy of market mechanisms 
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quite straightforward and widespread; thus it can be the baseline of the computing 

resource marketplace. 

B. Posted Price 

Within the commodity market the seller may have a "special offer" like 

discounted merchandise or free gifts to attract customers. The posted offer model 

allows suppliers to advertise openly such an irregular offerings with specified 

conditions. This is an extension of the commodity market model and is also very 

common in our daily life. 

C. Bargaining 

In some countries the price of merchandise is not shown at all; instead the 

customer and the shopkeeper negotiate for a mutually agreeable price. Usually the 

seller starts from a higher price and the buyer starts from a lower price. The final 

payment is fixed when they agree; otherwise the trading fails. The bargaining model 

is troublesome but practical when it is difficult for the seller to determine the price 

based on the supply and demand. 

D. Tendering 

Imagine a public procurement by government office, for example, construction 

of a road. The government first announces the detail of the required product. 

Construction companies then examine it and decide whether to make a bid for it or 

to ignore it. The government collects the bids, chooses the most suitable (usually the 

cheapest) one, sends a tender to the selected constructor, and pays money when the 

product is completed. That is the tendering model and is mainly used to acquire a 

customized product or service at an appropriate price. 
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E. Proportional Sharing 

What can we do if demand exceeds supply? One solution is to raise the price 

and the other is to reduce the quantity of allocation. Proportional sharing model 

does the latter; it distributes the resource in proportion to the payments given by the 

buyers. For instance, the seller has 50kg of rice and the buyer A pays $60 and the 

buyer B pays $40; then the seller gives buyer A 30kg and buyer B 20kg of rice. This 

can be seen as a modification of commodity market, where seller gives up to control 

the price and buyers cooperate to share the resource in a fair manner. 

F. Auction 

What if there are many buyers for single merchandise which cannot be divided? 

The only solution is to adjust the price so that an only one buyer wishes to pay that 

price. The auction model is often used in such situations to adjust the price by 

competing biddings among the buyers. The tendering model can be seen as another 

kind of auctions where the competition occurs among the sellers. There are many 

other kinds of auction mechanisms described in the next section. The auction model 

is the most sophisticated way to determine the price in terms of fairness and 

Table 2-1  Characteristics of typical market mechanisms 

 #Seller : #Buyer Price leader 

Commodity market 1 : N Seller 

Posted price 1 : N Seller 

Bargaining 1 : 1 Both 

Tendering N : 1 Buyer 

Proportional share 1 : N Buyer 

Auction Vary Auctioneer 
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optimality; thus it is the most promising way to design a computing resources 

marketplace. 

2.2 Auction Theory 

Auction is a type of market mechanism where the price is neither preset nor 

arrived at by negotiation, but is discovered through the process of competitive 

bidding. More formally speaking, an auction is a “protocol that allows agents to 

indicate their interest in one or more resources and that uses these indications of 

interest to determine both an allocation of resources and a set of payments by the 

agents” [13]. Auction allows multiple buyers to negotiate with a single seller by 

submitting bids through an auctioneer, or vice versa. The auctioneer sets the rules of 

the auction and acts as an arbitrator. Negotiation continues until a single clearing 

price is reached. Thus, auction regulates supply and demand based on the 

competition of bidding price among sellers and/or buyers. 

Auction is a powerful tool to resolve a competitive situation of resource 

acquirement. There is virtually infinite variety of auction mechanisms in the world. 

This thesis classifies them from two points of view: the number of goods and the 

Table 2-2  Taxonomy of auction design 

  #Sellers : #Buyers 

  1 : N  or  M : 1 M : N 

#
G

oo
ds

 One 
Single-good 
single-sided 

(Section 2.2.1) 

Single-good 
double-sided 

(Section 2.2.2) 

Many 
Combinatorial 
(Section 2.2.3) 
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number of participants (i.e. sellers and buyers). The former means that how many 

kinds of good (or merchandise, service, etc.) are traded in an auction at the same 

time. The latter implies that on which side of participants the competition occurs. 

Table 2-2 summarizes the classification and the sections below review typical types 

of auction from above two points of view. 

2.2.1 Single-good Single-sided Auctions 

A. English auction 

Perhaps the reader imagine the English auction simply by the word "auction", 

because the English auction is widely used in both traditional auction houses and 

today's internet auctions. In English auctions, there is one seller and the competition 

occurs among multiple buyers. The procedure is (1) the auctioneer first declares the 

initial price of the good, (2) the buyers then monotonically raises the price by making 

their bids, and (3) the auctioneer finally stops the biddings when no more biddings 

are made or when a fixed time is reached. The final bidder with the highest price 

becomes the winner and he must purchase the good at that price. 

B. Japanese auction 

In Japanese auctions, not the buyer but the auctioneer raises the price. The 

procedure is (1) the auctioneer sets the initial price and starts raising it periodically, 

(2) in each period a buyer must declare whether he remains in or drops out of the 

auction, and (3) the auction finishes when only one buyer remains in. The final 

remained buyer becomes the winner and he must purchase the good at the final 

price. A dropped buyer cannot come back to the same auction. 

C. Dutch auction 

In Dutch auctions, the price goes down from high to low. The procedure is (1) 

the auctioneer declares a high initial price and starts a wall clock that indicates the 
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descending price, (2) a buyer pushes a button at an arbitrary time to stop the wall 

clock, and (3) the auction finishes immediately. The first buyer pushing the button 

becomes the winner and he must buy purchase the good at that price. The Dutch 

auction is used in the Amsterdam flower market as it is particularly suitable to 

determine the winner as quick as possible. 

D. Sealed-bid auctions 

The biddings can be secret from other buyers. In sealed-bid auctions, unlike the 

three types of auctions discussed above, the biddings are not open to the public. The 

procedure is (1) the buyers submit their “sealed” biddings directly to the auctioneer, 

(2) the auctioneer then compares these biddings, and (3) the buyer with the highest 

bid becomes the winner and he must purchase the good. The price at which the 

winner purchase the good is determined separately in several ways: (a) in first-price 

auctions the winner's due is equal to his own bid, (b) in second-price auctions the 

winner's due is equal to the second-highest bid (i.e. the highest rejected bid), and (c) 

in kth-price auctions the winner's due is equal to the kth-highest bid. 

The second-price auctions are also used in combination with the English 

auctions. For instance, in the internet auctions like Yahoo! Auctions, (1) the buyer 

tells his reservation price to a proxy agent, (2) the proxy agent then keeps bidding 

above the previous highest bid until the reservation price is reached, and (3) the 

auction finishes at a pre-defined time. The highest bidder becomes the winner and 

he pays the price just one unit above the second-highest bid. This type of auction can 

be seen as a combination of the English auction and the second-price sealed-bid 

auction. 

E. Reverse Auctions 

The above four sections have considered situations with one seller and multiple 

buyers. We can consider the opposite: auctions with multiple sellers and one buyer. 
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Such a family of auctions is called reverse auctions. For instance, in a public 

procurement, there is one buyer (e.g. a local government office) and multiple sellers 

(e.g. construction companies) competing each other to provide the lowest price for a 

good (e.g. building). The discussion on the non-reverse auctions can also be applied 

to the reverse auctions by negating the prices (a negative payment means an 

earning) and swapping the word “seller” for “buyer”, “highest” for “lowest” and so 

on, without loss of generality. Therefore the sections below will not discuss reverse 

auctions any further. 

2.2.2 Single-good Double-sided Auctions 

There may be many buyers and many sellers at the same time for a single kind 

of merchandise. This setting is called double-sided auctions or exchanges. A typical 

example is the stock market, in which many people are participating to buy or sell a 

company's stock. Note that the double-sided auction causes two kinds of 

competition at the same time: one is on the buyer’s side (a buyer competes against 

other buyers) and the other is on the seller’s side (a seller competes against other 

sellers). It is different from the internet auctions like Yahoo! Auctions where the 

sellers do not directly compete with each other. 

There are primarily two approaches to implement the single-good double-sided 

auctions: the continuous double auction (CDA) and the periodic double auction (PDA, 

also known as the clearinghouse auctions). In both the CDA and the PDA, a 

participant places orders at any time and as many times as he want. Each order 

includes a price (maximum for buying or minimum for selling) and a quantity 

(positive for buying or negative for selling). The auctioneer then registers the 

incoming orders on an order book. 

The difference between the CDA and the PDA is the time when the trading 

occurs. In the CDA, as soon as the order comes, the auctioneer attempts to match it 
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against the orders put on the order book. For example, an incoming buy order for 10 

units may be matched against an existing sell order for 4 units and another sell order 

for 6 units, as long as the buying price exceeds the selling price. In cases of partial 

matches, the remaining units (either of the incoming order or of the existing orders) 

are put back on the order book. For example, when a sell order for 13 units is coming 

and two buy orders – one for 4 units and another for 6 units – are existing on the 

order, 10 units of the sell order is matched against the buy orders and the remaining 

3 units are put on the order book as a sell order. 

In the PDA, in contrast, the auctioneer does not attempt to match the order at 

the time it comes; instead he simply put it on the order book. Then, at some 

pre-defined clock time, he attempts to match the orders as much as possible. The 

Before  After 

#Sell Price #Buy  #Sell Price #Buy 

4 $9 6  4 $9  

0 $8 0  0 $8  

0 $8 0  0 $8  

2 $6 0  2 $6  

0 $5 4  0 $5  

6 $4 6   $4 2 

0 $3 3   $3 3 

3 $2 5   $2 5 

5 $1 2   $1 2 
 

Figure 2.2  Example order book of periodical double-sided auction 
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Itayose1 algorithm is often used for matchmaking, by which he ranks the orders 

according to their price and determines the point at which supply meets demand. 

Figure 2.2 depicts a snapshot of an order book before and after the trading occurs. In 

this example 14 units are traded and the remaining ones are left on the order book. 

2.2.3 Combinatorial Auctions 

Combinatorial auction is the most generic form of auctions, which allows 

different kinds of good to be traded at once, unlike the single-good auctions 

discussed in the above sections. This is particularly meaningful for the agents (buyers 

and/or sellers) whose valuations depend on the set of goods they deal with, rather 

than the good itself. For example, to make use of a computer, you need to procure 

not only the computer itself but also its operating system and perhaps an internet 

connection. Real-world applications of the combinatorial auctions so far include the 

auctions for radio spectrum, energy, shipping paths, and corporate procurement 

[13]. 

More formally, consider a set of agents 𝑁 =  {1,⋯ ,𝑛} and a set of goods 

𝐺 =  {1,⋯ ,𝑚} . Let 𝑣 =  (𝑣1,⋯ , 𝑣𝑛)  denote the valuation functions of the 

different agents, where valuation for each   𝑖 ∈ 𝑁, 𝑣𝑖 ∶  2𝐺 → ℝ . There is an 

assumption that there are no externalities. Specifically, it is asserted that an agent’s 

valuation depends only on the set of goods he wins; that is, we do not consider such 

an agent who also cares about the allocations and payments of the other agents. 

The agents in the combinatorial auctions have nonadditive valuation functions. 

There are two kinds of nonadditivity: substitutability and complementarity. 

The substitutability means that the combined value of multiple goods is less 

                                                                    

1 (Japanese) Literally “gather the board”. 
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than the sum of their individual values. For example, imagine you want to buy a car 

and your option is a Toyota and a Renault. Since you cannot drive both of them at 

the same time, your satisfaction of having both is less than twice as much as having 

one of them; in other words, these two cars are partial substitutes for each other. If 

two goods are strict substitutes, their combined value is equals to the value for 

either one – in this case these items can also be seen as multiple units of a single kind 

of good. 

The complementarity means that the combined value of multiple goods is 

greater than the sum of their individual values. For example, imagine you are 

commanded to travel from Tokyo to Pyongyang via Beijing; you need the tickets for 

both flights – not only one of them – otherwise you cannot accomplish your mission. 

A business process is much like this; the value of corporation is created not by each 

job alone but by the combined outcome of whole company. 

The advantage of the combinatorial auctions is their ability to simplify the 

agent's strategy. If there is no combinatorial auction, for example in the 

complemental case, an agent needs to arrange a bundle of multiple goods in a 

one-by-one manner at the risk of incompletion (so-called “exposure risk”). This is a 

risky and complex task for the agent. With combinatorial auctions, in contrast, an 

agent needs to simply express his requirement for a bundle to the auctioneer. There 

is no risk of incompletion since the allocation is guaranteed to be all-or-nothing. 

Essentially the combinatorial auction eliminates the complexity from the agent and 

instead transfers it to the auctioneer. "Indeed, these auctions have been the subject 

of considerable recent study in both economics and computer science" [13]. 
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2.3 Market-based Computing Resource Management 

2.3.1 In Literature 

The idea of using markets and pricing computer resources is quite old. Pricing 

policies received considerable attention at the dawn of multi-user time sharing 

systems. Papers in the late 1960’s were dedicated to automatic pricing policies for 

computer time [14,15]. For modern researches in this area, Buyya et al. provides 

some comprehensive surveys [12,16,17] as well as grid/cloud computing toolkits and 

simulators [18,19]. 

Spawn [20] by Waldspurger et al. is the first implementation of an 

auction-based management system for distributed computing resources. It aims at 

utilizing idle CPU times in a network of workstations. Spawn employs periodical, 

single-good, single-sided, sealed-bid, second-price auctions. The buyers are 

end-users, the seller is the owner of the workstation, the auctioneer is the Spawn 

system running on the seller’s workstation, and the good is its CPU time. The trading 

procedure is (1) a buyer finds a seller and bids for the CPU time of the workstation, 

(2) the seller determines the winner, and (3) the winning buyer runs his program on 

the seller’s workstation. Note that the auctions are distributed; i.e. there are as many 

auctions as there are sellers in the network. The buyer needs to find an appropriate 

seller using nearest-neighbor connections provided. The Spawn’s scheme does not 

fit the enterprise cloud environment because its distributed nature of multiple 

auctioneers (1) prevents the system from scaling beyond a local network, and (2) 

prevents the buyers from bidding on a combination of multiple resources from 

different sellers. 

POPCORN [21,22] by Nisan et al. basically extends the scope of Spawn’s 

“network of workstations” idea from local network to global network. It aims to be 

“an infrastructure for globally distributed computation over the whole Internet” [21]. 
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POPCORN employs a periodical, single-good, single- or double-sided, sealed-bid, 

second-price auction. The buyers are Java programs written using POPCORN 

framework, the sellers are people using Java-enabled browsers, the auctioneer is an 

independent market service on the Internet, and the good is a right to run a Java 

applet (“Computelet”). The trading procedure is (1) a programmer writes a program 

using POPCORN framework and runs it on a local computer as a buyer, (2) the buyer 

connects to the market and bids for execution of Computelets, (3) a seller visits a 

web page where a POPCORN applet is embedded, (4) the applet connects to the 

market and asks for execution of a Computelet, (5) the market determines the 

winners, and (6) the winning buyer spawns Computelets and sends them to the 

winning sellers so that they execute the Computelets on their browsers and return 

the results back to the local computer. The POPCORN’s scheme overcomes the 

scalability problem of Spawn’s; however, it still does not fit the enterprise cloud 

environment because it does not support multiple kinds of resources and, of course, 

combination of them. 

G-commerce [23,24] by Wolski et al. compares two different market models – 

commodities market and auctions – for resource allocation in Grid computing 

environment. It on the one hand employs a commodities market with price 

adjustment scheme for multiple interrelated goods, and on the other hand employs 

periodical, single-good, single-sided, sealed-bid, second-price auctions. The buyers 

are the user agents, the sellers are the owner agents, the market is an independent 

service, and the goods are CPU slots and disk capacities. The trading procedure is (1) 

the buyers bid for CPU and disk they wish to use, (2) the sellers ask for CPU or disk 

they can provide, (3) the market determines the winners either by the commodities 

market or by the auctions, and (4) the winning buyers execute their jobs on the 

winning sellers. Note that, in the auction model, there are separate auctioneers for 

each goods and thus the buyers have an exposure risk. For example, if a buyer wins a 
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CPU but doesn’t a disk, he needs to wait for the next chance to bid on another disk 

while paying for the CPU. Because of this shortcoming the authors conclude that the 

commodities market model is more suitable for Grids than the auction model; 

however, this comparison is unfair because the auction model they employ is not a 

combinatorial auction but a traditional single-good auction. Additionally, the 

commodities market is typically unable to deal with arbitrary (not pre-defined) kinds 

of goods. Therefore the G-commerce's scheme does not directly fit the enterprise 

cloud environment. 

Nimrod/G [25] by Buyya et al. is a negotiation-based Grid scheduler extended 

from Nimrod [26] built on the top of Globus Toolkit [27]. It aims to help researchers 

run a parameter survey program on heterogeneous resources while meeting the 

deadline and budget constraint. Nimrod/G employs a commodity market model with 

the parameters of time and cost. The buyer is an end-user, the seller is a resource 

provider (i.e. a computing node), the market is Nimrod/G components (specifically 

the scheduler under the control of the Parametric Engine), and the good is a right to 

use the resource. The trading procedure is (1) the buyer requests the scheduler via 

the Parametric Engine to arrange a resource that satisfies his deadline and cost, (2) 

the scheduler negotiates with the resource providers and selects one that meets the 

deadline at a minimum cost, and (3) the scheduler dispatches the user's job to the 

selected resource. Nimrod/G is specially designed for massively parallel applications 

on the scientific Grid environment, and thus it does not fit the enterprise cloud 

environment where several kinds of applications need to run in conjunction with 

others. 

OCEAN [28] by Padala, et al. provides a market-based framework that 

enhances various middlewares for cluster and grid computing. It aims to be an 

infrastructure for high-performance computing environment where the resources 

are traded as commodities. OCEAN employs a hybrid model of tendering and 
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bargaining in a P2P network. The buyers and the sellers are represented by OCEAN 

Nodes, the matchmakers are implemented within OCEAN Nodes, and the good is a 

right to use resources specified by CPU/memory/disk/network/auxiliary hardware/ 

software/database/etc. The trading procedure is (1) a buyer propagates his trade 

proposal to nearby sellers, (2) a seller also propagates his trade proposal to nearby 

buyers, (3) the buyer starts negotiations by offering contracts to the potential sellers, 

(4) the seller accepts or rejects the contract and return it back to the buyer, (5) the 

buyer examines the returned contracts and signs the preferable ones, (6) the seller 

checks the signed contract and counter-sign it, and (7) the buyer starts using the 

resources. OCEAN’s scheme does not fit the enterprise cloud environment because 

(1) its P2P-based structure does not provide a single marketplace where world-wide 

information on resource supply/demand are exchanged all together, and (2) its 

negotiation-based procedure does not guarantees neither an economically efficient 

allocation of resources nor an fair competition among the participants. 

Bellagio by AuYoung et al. [29] is the first combinatorial auction-based 

marketplace for distributed computing resources. It aims to be a resource discovery 

and allocation system for distributed computing infrastructures such as PlanetLab 

[30]. Bellagio employs periodical, combinatorial, single-sided, sealed-bid, 

second-price auctions. The buyers are end-users, the seller is a computer site, the 

auctioneer is centralized Bellagio server, and the good is a right to use a resource 

discovered by SWORD [31]. The trading procedure is (1) the buyer discovers the 

sellers who satisfy his requirements, (2) the buyer bids for a bundle of resources like 

"20 of A and 30 of B at $5 or less", (3) the auctioneer determines the winners once an 

hour, and (4) the winning buyer uses the resources. Bellagio’s scheme is well 

designed so that the buyer can express substitutability as well as complementarity 

between different kinds of resources. However, it does not fit the enterprise cloud 

environment because (1) the sellers are out of competition, and (2) the buyers 
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cannot bid for a workflow consists of multiple resources used on different timeslots. 

Mirage by Chun et al. [32] is another combinatorial auction-based resource 

management system for SensorNet testbeds. It had been deployed in a real-world 

testbed and brought practical knowledge about the users' behavior. Mirage employs 

periodical, combinatorial, single-sided, sealed-bid, first-price auctions. The buyers 

are end-users, the seller is an agent on behalf of the sensors, the auctioneer is 

Mirage daemon running on front-end web server, and the good is access to the 

sensor. The trading procedure is (1) the buyer bids for sensors specified by abstract 

requirements, (2) the auctioneer translates the requirements into concrete set of 

sensors using resource discovery service, (3) the auctioneer determines the winners, 

and (4) the winning buyers get access to the sensors. Mirage’s scheme is much 

similar to Bellagio’s and it does not fit the enterprise cloud environment because of 

the same reasons as Bellagio. 

Tycoon [33] by Lai et al. is a market-based distributed resource allocation 

system based on proportional share, where the resources are allocated in proportion 

to the amount of money the user spends. It aims to allow users to differentiate the 

value of their jobs in a cluster computing environment. Tycoon employs Auction 

Share algorithm to allocate resources instantly and reliably. The buyers are user 

agents, the sellers are hosts in the cluster, the auctioneer is a process running on the 

host, and the good is a right to use resources like CPU cycles. Note that there are 

multiple independent auctioneers on each host. The trading procedure is (1) the 

seller registers himself to the service location service, (2) the buyers bid on an 

auctioneer for the resource, (3) the auctioneer determines the quota on the resource 

for the buyers, and (4) the buyers use the resource. Tycoon’s scheme does not fit the 

enterprise cloud environment because its distributed single-good auction model 

causes an exposure risk for the buyers who want a bundle of multiple resources. 
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CATNETS by Eymann et al. [34–37] compares the decentralized Catallactic 

approach with the centralized auction-based approach for resource allocation in Grid 

computing environment. Although the authors concluded that the decentralized 

approach fits to the Grid environment in terms of scalability, hereafter only the 

centralized approach is focused as it is the main concern of this thesis. The 

centralized approach employs periodical, combinatorial, double-sided, sealed-bid, 

K-pricing auctions. CATNETS divides the trading into two layers: a service market 

and a resource market. In the service market, the buyers are Complex Service Agents 

on behalf of the end-users, the sellers are Basic Service Agents, and the goods are 

services like PDF generation service. In the resource market, the buyers are Basic 

Service Agents, the sellers are Resource Service Agents on behalf of the owners, and 

the goods are resources like CPU/memory/storage/etc. In both markets, the 

auctioneer is an independent entity. The trading procedure is (1) a Resource Service 

Agent asks for his resource as seller in the resource market, (2) a Basic Service Agent 

asks for his service as seller in the service market, (3) a Complex Service Agent bids 

for a bundle of services as a buyer in the service market, (4) the auctioneer of the 

service market determines the winners, (5) the winning Basic Service Agent bids for a 

bundle of resources as a buyer in the resource market, (6) the auctioneer of the 

resource market determines the winners, (7) the winning Basic Service Agent uses 

the resources to provide his service to the winning Complex Service Agent, and (8) 

the winning Complex Service Agent uses the service. Unlike former literatures, 

CATNETS’ scheme is much likely to fit the cloud computing environment as its 

Resource/Basic/Complex Services respectively correspond to the IaaS/PaaS/SaaS 

layers in the cloud. Nonetheless, the CATNETS’ combinatorial auction model lacks 

the ability to deal with a workflow-oriented application which consists of multiple 

services running not at the same time. 

SCDA by Tan et al. [38,39] proposes an iterative combinatorial exchange for 
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resource allocation in Grid computing environments, which essentially emulates a 

combinatorial auction by doing single-good auctions repeatedly. It aims to eliminate 

unnecessary volatility of the market price observed in conventional continuous 

double auctions. SCDA employs continuous, single-good, double-sided, sealed-bid, 

K-pricing auctions. The buyers are user agents, the seller is an owner agent, the 

auctioneer is an independent agent, and the good is an arbitrary kind of computing 

resource. The trading procedure is (1) the buyers bid for a certain amount of resource 

they wish to use, (2) the seller asks for his available resource, (3) the auctioneer 

determines the winners, and (4) the winning buyer uses the resource of the winning 

seller. SCDA’s scheme does not fit the enterprise cloud environment because the 

buyers still have an exposure risk. 

Table 2-3 summarizes these market-based resource management systems in 

literature for distributed computing environment. 
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Table 2-3  Summary of market-based computing resource management systems 

Name Year 
Market 
Model 

Centra-
lized 

Auction Design 

Period-
ical 

Combi-
natorial 

Double- 
sided 

Pricing 

Spawn 1992 Auction No Yes No No Second price 

Popcorn 1998 Auction Yes Yes No 
No Second price 

Yes K-pricing 

G-commerce 2000 

Commodity 
market 

Yes – – – – 

Auction Yes Yes No No Second price 

Nimrod/G 2002 
Commodity 
market 

No – – – – 

OCEAN 2003 
Tendering / 
Bargaining 

No – – – – 

Bellagio 2004 Auction Yes Yes Yes No Second price 

Mirage 2005 Auction Yes Yes Yes No First price 

Tycoon 2005 
Proportional 
sharing 

No – – – – 

CATNETS 2005 Auction Yes Yes Yes Yes K-pricing 

SCDA 2007 Auction Yes No No Yes K-pricing 
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2.3.2 In Production 

As of early 2011, we can find some sort of cloud marketplace. An example in the 

IaaS layer is Amazon EC2 Spot Instances [40], where the provider dynamically sets 

the price of his IaaS and the users bid for it. The user's instance is shutdown if his bid 

undergo the price. Another example in the PaaS layer is Heroku Add-ons [41], where 

the provider sells his PaaSes at a posted price and the users buy them as a 

component of their applications. Further example in the SaaS layer is Google Apps 

Marketplace [42], where the providers sell their SaaSes at a posted price and the 

users compare and buy them to integrate into their business. At the writing point of 

this thesis, we noticed no double-sided auction system for cloud computing services 

in production. 

 
Figure 2.3  Heroku Add-ons 
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2.4 Other Disciplines 

Market mechanism is widely used in the real world. This section give a glance to 

other use cases of market and auction mechanisms, while discussing the difference 

between cloud computing environments. 

2.4.1 Electricity Exchange 

Electricity markets are in practical operation for several years. For instance, 

Japan Electric Power Exchange (JPEX) started operations in 2005. According to ref. 

[43], it provides three markets: (1) a spot market for trading the electricity on the 

next day, (2) a forward market for trading the electricity to be delivered weeks or 

months ahead, and (3) a forward bulletin board market for free transactions. Since 

electricity and computing services have similar natures (i.e. they cannot be stored), 

the electricity market can be regarded as a preceding model to the cloud services 

market. However, the electricity market model cannot be directly applied to cloud 

computing because the electricity is almost uniform, whereas computing services 

vary in type and quality. 

2.4.2 Stock Exchange 

The stock market deals with a variety of stocks, which can be stored and resold, 

unlike a computing service. The studies on dealing strategies and mechanism design 

have used multi-agent simulations. U-Mart [44] is a test bed for multi-agent 

simulations of the stock market, and it is especially focused on futures trading. It 

allows machine agents and human agents to trade future stocks at the same time. 

Our simulator presented in this thesis is developed with an interface with the U-Mart 

system, so that we can evaluate performance of various machine/human agents. 
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2.5 Summary 

This chapter has extensively reviewed the market mechanisms from four points 

of view: (1) historical economics, (2) auction theory, (3) computer science, and (4) 

other applications in our society. Now we know that the market mechanism has 

been widely studied by the economists and by the computer scientists. However, 

there exists no market mechanism that just fits today’s cloud computing 

environment, because the cloud computing model is a new idea having no 

similarities in the past. Particularly, the combinatorial, workflow-oriented nature of 

cloud-based enterprise applications makes it impossible for any existing market 

mechanisms to deal with such a combination of services as a bundle. This thesis 

therefore proposes a brand new design of marketplace that realizes trading of any 

combination of services with different timeslot as a bundle, as well as fair 

competition and economically efficient outcome. 
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Chapter 3 Cloud Computing Model 

3.1 Cloud Service 

The "cloud" spreads over a wide level of abstraction from hardware to software. 

Now it is understood in a three-tier structure from low-level to high-level: 

Infrastructure as a service (IaaS), Platform as a service (PaaS) and Software as a 

service (SaaS). Many providers compete in each tier for selling their own services, 

making it increasingly difficult for users to select an appropriate service among 

them.  

In this thesis, an enterprise system is assumed to be implemented using PaaS. 

PaaS is becoming a major methodology to build an enterprise system on it, because 

the developer can build the system without procuring and configuring 

hardware/software; thus, the customer can significantly reduce cost and time for 

development. The number of PaaS provider is expected to increase as the platform 

technology is becoming standardized or open-source software is available [45–54].  

The price of PaaS is assumed to be set on a per-process-per-hour basis for each 

type of service in this thesis. This assumption is reasonable to simulate the existing 

PaaS model. For example, Heroku [54] charges for dynos, workers, databases and 

add-ons separately. The dyno is a front-end process responsible to HTTP requests 

("more dynos provide more concurrency") and the worker is a back-end process 
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responsible for queued jobs ("more workers provide more capacity"), both of which 

costs $0.05 per process per hour; while the database costs monthly depending on its 

performance. 

3.2 Enterprise System 

An enterprise system generally consists of multiple subsystems running in 

parallel and/or sequentially, each of which requires a guaranteed quality of service 

(QoS) at a predictable price. Each enterprise system, or each user's request, is 

assumed to be represented by workflow. An example of business workflow is a 

payroll system [55]. It consists of a payroll calculation task on Java service along with 

an employee database task on SQL service, followed by reporting task on PDF/Email 

service as shown in Figure 3.1. Another example of engineering workflow is a CAE 

system [56]. It consists of a mesh generation task and a CFD analysis task on a HPC 

service, controlled by an optimization task on a general-purpose optimization 

service. Every task needs to reserve the specified type of service within an 

 
Figure 3.1  Enterprise system model 
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appropriate timeslots to meet a deadline. The overall cost should also be restricted 

by the user's total budget. Each task in the workflow is implemented using PaaS; 

thus, the user needs combination of PaaS services to organize the user's workflow. 

Figure 3.2 illustrates another story of a company depends on SaaSes to run their 

business. The sales division uses a supply chain management service at the midnight 

to aggregate their daily records. The investment division uses a risk assessment 

service for several hours at the weekend to evaluate their assets. The accounting 

division uses a human resource management service for three days at the end of 

month to calculate the payroll. The design division uses a computer aided 

engineering service to meet a deadline of a product. The research division has their 

own computers currently not in use; so they can host other applications and earn 

from its user. The former three divisions need scheduled allocation of services for 

regular tasks, whereas the latter two divisions need immediate allocation of services 

 
Figure 3.2  Example SaaS usage 
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for irregular tasks. Consequently, the marketplace should support these scheduled 

and immediate allocations to meet the requirements of enterprise usage. 

3.3 Requirements 

The service allocation decided by the marketplace must be fair and efficient; 

otherwise the user will have no incentive to take part in. Hence, the PaaS 

marketplace is assumed to have to support the following requirements: 

 Combination of services 

Each user needs to bundle multiple services with different start/finish times as 

mentioned above. The cloud marketplace should allow users to express 

complementary requirements for an arbitrary combination of services. 

 Predictability and flexibility 

Since supply and demand in the cloud computing environment changes 

dynamically over time, users may desire predictable allocation in advance and 

adjustment at runtime. 

 Economic efficiency 

Every user and provider desires a fair and efficient allocation of services. The 

cloud marketplace should maximize the benefit of the participants and should not 

waste any resource. To this end, it is preferable for the marketplace to adopt an 

exact optimization approach rather than a heuristic approach. 

 Double-sided competition 

To encourage a fair exchange between providers and users, the prices should 

only depend on supply-demand condition, giving no structural advantage on a 

seller's (provider's) side or a buyer's (user's) side. The cloud marketplace should be 

designed after the double-sided auction model, meaning that the providers and the 

users compete with each other. 
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3.4 Marketplace Model 

Figure 3.3 illustrates an ideal marketplace model that fits to the enterprise 

usage and requirements mentioned above. It should support multiple types of 

services, an application composed of multiple services as a workflow or as 

co-allocation, price bidding by both providers and users, and a fair outcome 

satisfying economic efficiency. The next chapter describes the proposed market 

model in detail. 

  

 
Figure 3.3  Marketplace model 
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Chapter 4 Market Mechanism 

4.1 Overview 

Figure 4.1 illustrates an overall perspective of the cloud computing environment 

with the proposed marketplace mechanism. The marketplace has two independent 

markets: the spot market for a short-term reservation (e.g. in one hour) and the 

forward market for a long-term reservation (e.g. in one month). The service 

 
Figure 4.1  Overview of the proposed marketplace 
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providers participate in the markets as sellers while the users participate as buyers. 

For instance, the provider places sell orders with a market when he has a capacity of 

service with specific QoS. The user places a buy order with a market when he builds 

an application using specific services. The market accepts sell/buy orders for fixed 

duration, and then it determines the allocation of the services between the providers 

and the users. Finally, the market informs the participants of the resulting allocation 

to allow the user to deploy his application and the provider to preserve his capacity. 

We refer to the time of actual usage/provision as “delivery” and the sequence of the 

above procedures as a "round". The marketplace repeats the rounds periodically. 

4.2 Hypothesis 

A service and a task are assumed to satisfy the following conditions as shown in 

Figure 4.2: 

 
Figure 4.2  Service and task 
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An amount of resources that satisfy QoS is represented as a one-dimensional 

value, e.g. the number of processes or the performance of virtual machine. We refer 

to the amount of resources as “quantity” and represent it with the metric “units” in 

the rest of this thesis. The price of resources is assumed to be proportional to its 

quantity. 

A provider can host multiple users at the same time unless exceeding its 

capacity. For instance, the provider can provide 20 units to a user and 40 units for 

another user when it has a capacity of 60 units. 

A user can build an application using services offered by multiple providers to 

fulfill his demand. For instance, the user uses 10 units on the provider 1 and 30 units 

on the provider 2 when he builds an application consuming 40 units. 

An application can be migrated at runtime, i.e. an application running on a 

provider can be suspended, moved and resumed on another provider. 

The physical parameters, such as network bandwidth and migration time, are 

omitted in this model for the sake of simplicity. The physical cost can be included in a 

price or traded as a separate service in reality. 
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4.3 Trading Schedule 

Each of the two markets holds clearinghouse auctions periodically. Figure 4.3 

shows the schedule of the auctions. The spot and the forward auctions have the 

same procedure in different timescale. Here sellers and buyers are treated equally as 

participants. 

In the spot market, a participant willing to sell/buy services in one-hour timeslot 

𝑡 needs to submit a request during the timeslot 𝑡 − 2, which begins two hours prior 

and ends one hour prior to the requested timeslot. For instance, let us suppose 

trading services at the third timeslot (from 2:00 to 3:00). The market opens for one 

hour at the first timeslot (from 0:00 to 1:00) to accept sell/buy orders from the 

participants. The market then closes and starts matchmaking, i.e. computes the 

optimal allocation of services from providers to users. Within one hour (by 2:00) the 

matchmaking finishes and the market notifies the results to the participants. Finally 

 
Figure 4.3  Trading schedule 
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the participants utilize the services they win during the third timeslot (from 2:00 to 

3:00). 

Trading in the forward market is same as the spot market except the timescale 

of the procedure. Let 𝐹 denotes the length of the forward delivery days2 indicated 

by the blue-colored boxes marked ‘forwards’ in Figure 4.3. A participant willing to 

sell/buy services starting on the 𝑓-th day needs to submit a request during the days 

between 𝑓 − (𝐹 − 1) and 𝑓 − 2, that begins 𝐹 − 1 days prior and ends two days 

prior to the delivery day. For instance, the market opens a forward auction for one 

day (from 0:00 to 24:00) on the 1st day. Assuming 𝐹 = 7 the participants can place 

orders for services delivered between 0:00 on the 3rd day and 24:00 on the 9th day. 

The forward market performs matchmaking and notifies the results advising when 

to utilize the services. Note that the forward matchmaking can spend at most 22 

hours; this is the design to support time-consuming MIP technique. Since the spot 

market opens at 22:00 for the next day’s services, the forward matchmaking must 

finish before 22:00. 

                                                                    

2 (financial term) The day on which seller/buyer actually provide/use the services 
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4.4 Bidding Language 

The bidding language determines the information included in an order. Figure 

4.4 illustrates the order forms sent from a participant to a market. 

A buy order from a user has a valuation (maximum price he wishes to pay) and a 

bundle of arbitrary services he needs. For each service the user specifies a service 

type, quantity, the earliest timeslot acceptable to start (arrival time of the task), the 

latest timeslot acceptable to finish (deadline of the task) and the total number of 

timeslots (estimated runtime of the task). The latter three parameters are only used 

in the forward market. Note that the valuation is given to a bundle of services, not to 

each discrete service, so that the user can express requirements for receiving 

multiple services in combination. If the market cannot reserve all the services in a 

bundle at once, the user receives nothing at all. 

 
Figure 4.4  Bidding language 
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A sell order from a provider has a valuation (minimum price he wishes to earn) 

and a service he offers. The provider specifies a service type, quantity, the earliest 

timeslot and the latest timeslot available for use. The latter two parameters are only 

used in the forward market. Note that a sell order includes only one service. The 

provider can make separate orders for different services. If a provider wishes to sell 

certain low-level services at the same time, he can do so by bundling them into a 

single high-level service. 

Formulation: Let 𝑀 = �𝑚1, … ,𝑚|𝑀|� , 𝑚𝑖 = {𝑣𝑖,𝑂𝑖}  be sell orders; 𝑁 =

�𝑛1, … ,𝑛|𝑁|� , 𝑛𝑗  = �𝑣𝑗,𝑂𝑗�  be buy orders; 𝐺 = �𝑔1, … ,𝑔|𝐺|�  be service types; 

1 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇 be timeslots; and 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣𝑗  be valuation. A buy order is formulated as 

𝑂𝑗  = ��𝑔𝑘 , 𝑞𝑗,𝑘,𝑏𝑗,𝑘 ,𝑑𝑗,𝑘 , 𝑙𝑗,𝑘� � 1 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ |𝐺|� 

where 𝑞𝑗,𝑘 is the quantity of service 𝑔𝑘, 𝑏𝑗,𝑘 is the earliest beginning timeslot, 

𝑑𝑗,𝑘 is the latest ending timeslot and 𝑙𝑗,𝑘 is the number of timeslots3. Similarly, a 

sell order is formulated as 

𝑂𝑖 = �𝑔𝑘 , 𝑞𝑖,𝑘 ,𝑏𝑖,𝑘 ,𝑑𝑖,𝑘�, 1 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ |𝐺|. 

where 𝑂𝑖 is a vector. Again, note that 𝑏, 𝑑 and 𝑙 are only valid in forward orders. 

4.5 Allocation Scheme 

The allocation scheme determines the winners of an auction, or allocation of 

services from providers to users. Our goal is to get an economically efficient (or 

Pareto optimal) allocation of resources, where it is impossible to increase a 

participant’s surplus without decreasing another participant’s surplus. Here the 

surplus means the difference between the market price and the participant’s internal 

                                                                    

3 If 𝑙𝑗,𝑘 < 𝑑𝑗,𝑘 − 𝑏𝑗,𝑘 + 1 then the task 𝑘 may be suspended/resumed during runtime. 
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valuation; i.e. (price − cost) for the provider and (utility − price) for the user, as 

shown in Figure 4.5. The aggregate surplus, i.e. the difference between the buyers’ 

valuation and the sellers’ valuation, is also known as the social economic welfare.  

Maximizing the social economic welfare 𝑤  is the sufficient condition for 

Pareto optimality [57]. Therefore we formulate the winner determination problem 

into a linear mixed integer program (MIP) and try to exactly maximize 𝑤. Here, four 

decision variables are introduced: 𝑢𝑗 ∈ {0,1} denotes whether the buyer 𝑛𝑗  gets 

all services in the bundle;  𝑥𝑗,𝑘 ∈ {0,1}  denotes whether the service 𝑔𝑘  is 

allocated to the buyer 𝑛𝑗 ; 𝑧𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 ∈ {0,1}  denotes whether the service 𝑔𝑘  is 

allocated to the buyer 𝑛𝑗  in the timeslot 𝑡 ; 0 ≤ 𝑦𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 ≤ 1  denotes the 

percentage of the service allocated to the buyer 𝑛𝑗  in the timeslot 𝑡, where the 

service 𝑔𝑘  is owned by the seller 𝑚𝑖 . The solver then maximizes the social 

economic welfare 𝑤 by solving the MIP: 

 

 

 
Figure 4.5  Illustration of surplus and welfare 
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Maximize  

𝑤 = �𝑣𝑗𝑢𝑗
𝑗∈𝑁

 −����𝑣𝑖𝑦𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡
𝑡∈𝑇𝑘∈𝐺𝑗∈𝑁𝑖∈𝑀

  (1) 

s.t.  

�𝑥𝑗,𝑘
𝑘∈𝐺

−  |𝐺| 𝑢𝑗 = 0, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑁 (2) 

�𝑧𝑗,𝑘,𝑡
𝑡∈𝑇

− 𝑙𝑗,𝑘  𝑥𝑗,𝑘 = 0, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑁,𝑘 ∈ 𝐺 (3) 

�𝑦𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡
𝑗∈𝑁

≤ 1, 𝑖 ∈ 𝑀, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐺, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 (4) 

𝑞𝑗,𝑘𝑧𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 −�𝑞𝑖,𝑘𝑦𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡
𝑖∈𝑀

= 0, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑁,𝑘 ∈ 𝐺, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 (5) 

�𝑏𝑗,𝑘 − 𝑡�𝑧𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 ≤ 0, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑁,𝑘 ∈ 𝐺, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 (6) 

�𝑡 − 𝑑𝑗,𝑘�𝑧𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 ≤ 0, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑁,𝑘 ∈ 𝐺, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 (7) 

�𝑏𝑖,𝑘 − 𝑡��𝑦𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡
𝑗∈𝑁

≤ 0, 𝑖 ∈ 𝑀,𝑘 ∈ 𝐺, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 (8) 

�𝑡 − 𝑑𝑖,𝑘��𝑦𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡
𝑗∈𝑁

≤ 0, 𝑖 ∈ 𝑀,𝑘 ∈ 𝐺, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 (9) 

𝑢𝑗 ∈ {0,1}, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑁 (10) 

𝑥𝑗,𝑘 ∈ {0,1}, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑁,𝑘 ∈ 𝐺 (11) 

𝑧𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 ∈ {0,1}, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑁,𝑘 ∈ 𝐺, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 (12) 

0 ≤ 𝑦𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 ≤ 1, 𝑖 ∈ 𝑀, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑁, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐺, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 (13) 
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4.6 Pricing Scheme 

A price earned/paid by a provider/user for an allocation is decided by the pricing 

scheme. The pricing scheme should be budget balanced and individually rational in 

order to sustain the market and give providers/users incentives to participate in the 

market. The former means that total earnings of providers is equal to the total 

payment of users, and the latter means a provider/user earns/pays no less/more than 

their valuation. 

The K-pricing scheme [58] is employed to meet the above requirements. The 

basic idea of K-pricing is to distribute the social economic welfare among the users 

and the providers. It is straightforward in non-combinatorial auctions. In our 

combinational auctions, however, we can neither calculate the discrete price for 

each service nor for each timeslot of a user's order. Here, the following algorithm is 

introduced to determine the price. 

Assume 𝑢𝑗 = 1, since the only orders that succeed need pricing. Let 0 ≤ 𝐾 ≤

1 be an arbitrary fraction. For a buy order 𝑛𝑗, let  𝑤𝑗  be the welfare corresponding 

to  𝑛𝑗, 𝑝𝑗  be the price, 𝑝𝑖,𝑗  be the price earned by the provider 𝑖, and 𝑟𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 be 

the proportion of the provider  𝑖 's valuation to all the providers' valuation of the 

service 𝑘 in timeslot  𝑡. They are formulated as 

𝑤𝑗 = 𝑣𝑗  −���𝑣𝑖𝑦𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡
𝑡∈𝑇𝑘∈𝐺𝑖∈𝑀

  (14) 

𝑝𝑗 = 𝑣𝑗 − (1 − 𝐾)𝑤𝑗 (15) 

𝑟𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 =
∑ ∑ 𝑣𝑖𝑦𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡𝑡∈𝑇𝑘∈𝐺

∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑣𝑖𝑦𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡𝑡∈𝑇𝑘∈𝐺𝑖∈𝑀
 (16) 

𝑝𝑖,𝑗 = ��𝑣𝑖𝑦𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡
𝑡∈𝑇𝑘∈𝐺

+ 𝐾��𝑤𝑗𝑟𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡
𝑡∈𝑇𝑘∈𝐺

 (17) 
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Consequently, the provider 𝑖’s total earning 𝑝𝑖  is formulated as 

𝑝𝑖 = ���𝑣𝑖𝑦𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡
𝑡∈𝑇𝑘∈𝐺𝑗∈𝑁

+ 𝐾���𝑤𝑗𝑟𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡
𝑡∈𝑇𝑘∈𝐺𝑗∈𝑁

 (18) 

Let’s see an example shown in Figure 4.6. A user 𝑛1 ordered a combination of 

service A and B with a valuation of (at most) 

𝑣𝑛1 = $30 . 

As a result of matchmaking, providers 𝑚1, 𝑚2 (both provides service A) and 𝑚3 

(provides service B) are allocated, and their valuations are (at least) 

��𝑣𝑚1𝑦𝑚1,𝑛1,𝑘,𝑡
𝑡∈𝑇𝑘∈𝐺

= $3 , 

 
Figure 4.6  Pricing scheme 
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��𝑣𝑚2𝑦𝑚2,𝑛1,𝑘,𝑡
𝑡∈𝑇𝑘∈𝐺

= $6 , 

��𝑣𝑚3𝑦𝑚3,𝑛1,𝑘,𝑡
𝑡∈𝑇𝑘∈𝐺

= $9 , 

respectively. In this case, the welfare is 

𝑤𝑛1 = $30 − ($3 + $6 + $9) = $12 . 

Assuming 𝐾 = 0.5, the K-pricing scheme calculates the outcome price as 

𝑝𝑛1 = $30− (1 − 𝐾) × $12 = $24 . 

This becomes the trading price for the user; he profits $6 by the trading. For the 

providers K-pricing scheme calculates the distribution of profit as 

��𝑟𝑚1,𝑛1,𝑘,𝑡
𝑡∈𝑇𝑘∈𝐺

=
$3

($3 + $6 + $9) =
1
6

, 

��𝑟𝑚2,𝑛1,𝑘,𝑡
𝑡∈𝑇𝑘∈𝐺

=
$6

($3 + $6 + $9) =
1
3

 , 

��𝑟𝑚3,𝑛1,𝑘,𝑡
𝑡∈𝑇𝑘∈𝐺

=
$9

($3 + $6 + $9) =
1
2

 . 

So the trading prices for providers become 

𝑝𝑚1,𝑛1 = $3 + 𝐾 × $12 ×
1
6

= $4 , 

𝑝𝑚2,𝑛1 = $6 + 𝐾 × $12 ×
1
3

= $8 , 

𝑝𝑚3,𝑛1 = $9 + 𝐾 × $12 ×
1
2

= $12 , 

respectively; they profit $1, $2 and $3 by the trading. 

The incentive compatibility, which means that the participant's dominant 

strategy is to reveal his valuation truthfully, is another important aspect of the 

pricing scheme. However, these three aspects —the budget balance, the individual 

rationality, and the incentive compatibility— cannot be fulfilled at the same time 

[59]. This thesis focus on the first two aspects, the budget balance and the individual 
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rationality, because non-truthful bidding should also be allowed as the participant’s 

strategy. 
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Chapter 5 Simulator 

5.1 Overview 

A Java-based simulator, named W-Mart, has been developed to explore market 

behavior by means of multi-agent simulations. The overall architecture of W-Mart is 

illustrated in Figure 5.1. 

 
Figure 5.1  Overview of W-Mart system 
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The W-Mart system consists of a marketplace server, two auctioneers for the 

spot and forward markets inside the marketplace, and a number of participant 

agents outside the marketplace. The agent is either a machine agent (i.e. 

autonomous client software) or a human agent (i.e. an operator with terminal 

software). The marketplace is designed to deal with both types of agents 

simultaneously. The agents and the marketplace communicate by a dedicated 

protocol named CombiSVMP. All the components of W-Mart system are built on Java 

SE platform. The following sections describes the detailed design and 

implementation. 

5.2 Participant Agents 

The participant agents simulate the provider and the user of cloud computing 

services. An unlimited variation of agents can be developed and used with W-Mart as 

far as they talk CombiSVMP. This section introduces our own agents used for the 

experiments of this thesis. Although W-Mart allows human agents to participate in 

trading, they are not used in the experiments of this thesis. We thus focus on our 

machine agents and describe the design and implementation of them. 
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5.2.1 Seller Agent 

A seller agent stands for a provider of cloud computing services. It is reasonable 

to assume that the provided quantity and valuation of services are constant, since 

these services are usually hosted on computational resources in huge datacenters. 

As such the seller agent implements a timeline to manage his "stock" resources and 

attempts to sell the "remainder" resources at a constant order price. We assume that 

one seller provides one service for the sake of simplicity. 

Figure 5.2 depicts an example snapshot of a seller's timeline and his next order 

to be placed. His resource is sold out until slot#53 (hour 4 of day 3); after that the 

stock quantity is 80 units between slot#54-60, 40 units between slot#61-74 and 100 

units thereafter. He then generates three sell orders according to the quantities and 

sends them to the forward auctioneer. He also generates orders to the spot 

auctioneer as well, excluding time-related properties. 

 
Figure 5.2  Example seller’s timeline and orders 
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5.2.2 Buyer Agent 

A buyer agent stands for a user of cloud computing services. As the user's 

demand changes dynamically in realistic situations, our buyer agent is designed to 

follow pre-generated demands (i.e. a schedule of workflows). As such the buyer 

agent implements a timeline to manage his demands and attempts to buy all the 

services composing the workflows at the specified (also pre-generated) order price. 

Figure 5.3 depicts an example snapshot of a buyer’s timeline and his next order 

to be placed. He has two workflows to be executed: one starts with service A at 

slot#54 (hour 5 of day 3) followed by service E then finishes at slot#75, and both 

co-allocated with service B; another starts with service C at slot#68 and followed by 

service D then finishes at slot#81. He then generates two combinatorial buy orders 

correspondingly and sends them to the forward auctioneer. He also generates orders 

to the spot auctioneer as well, excluding time-related properties. 

 
Figure 5.3  Example buyer’s timeline and orders 
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5.2.3 Scenario Generator 

The schedule of workflows fed to the buyer agent is generated by scenario 

generator and stored in a CSV file. Figure 5.4 shows an example of it including six 

workflows. One line represents one workflow. The first column is the scheduled 

timeslot to send the order for the workflow, e.g. “3/23” represents “the workflow 

should be ordered at hour 23 of day 3”. The second column is the starting timeslot of 

the workflow, e.g. “8/11” represents “the workflow starts at hour 11 of day 8”. The 

third column is the order price (valuation) of the whole workflow. The fourth column 

is the OrderSpec of the workflow. The semicolon-separated chunks of an OrderSpec 

represent the services of the workflow. The colon-separated values of a chunk 

represent the parameters of the service: i.e. type, quantity, earliest slot#, latest 

slot# and total length, respectively. Our buyer agent reads this file on the beginning 

of simulation and builds his own timeline accordingly. 

 
Figure 5.4  Example scenario file 
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5.3 Marketplace Server 

The marketplace server orchestrates the overall system of W-Mart. Its key role 

is to manage the agents and the auctioneers. Timing of interactions with these 

entities is illustrated in Figure 5.5 (digest version) and Figure 5.6 (detailed version). 

Here the first day of the marketplace starts with accepting orders from human 

agents and machine agents. After receiving all orders the marketplace kicks off two 

auctioneers to execute auctions. Here the first hour ends and the next hour begins. 

The marketplace keeps open for human orders while waiting for the spot auctioneer 

to finish. After some ten minutes past, the marketplace closes for human orders and 

joins the spot auctioneer. Having the result of the spot auction, the marketplace 

then calls machine agents to make orders. After all the machine agents place their 

 
Figure 5.5  Digest sequence diagram of W-Mart system 
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orders, the marketplace again kicks off the spot auctioneer. This is the one round of 

spot trading and the marketplace repeats it until 21 o’clock. Note that the trading 

schedule of the former diagram corresponds to that of Figure 4.3, where the forward 

auction starts in 0 (zero) o’clock and finishes by 22 o’clock every day. So in the round 

of 21 o’clock, the marketplace joins the forward auctioneer in addition to the spot 

auctioneer. Here the results of the forward auction include the service allocation on 

the next day. The marketplace allows agents to know the tomorrow’s reservation 

results and decide the orders on the next spot auction. 

Another important role of the marketplace is to manage/keep/translate the 

orders and the outcome. As illustrated in Figure 5.1, the marketplace has an 

OrderManager to keep the orders and a PriceInfoDB to keep the market information. 

Once the marketplace receives an order by the OrderRequest command of 

CombiSVMP, it is translated into an Order object and is kept in the OrderManager. 

When the auctioneer finishes, the outcome and the market information are again 

translated into an Order object and a ContractInformation object and are kept in the 

OrderManager and the PriceInfoDB, so that the agents can acquire these 

information via the OrderStatus command and the MarketPrice command of 

CombiSVMP. 
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Figure 5.6  Detailed sequense diagram of W-Mart system 
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5.4 Auctioneers 

There are two auctioneers within the marketplace server, namely the forward 

auctioneer and the spot auctioneer, standing for the forward market and the spot 

market, respectively. As the spot auctioneer is a special case of the forward 

auctioneer where the time-related parameters are omitted, we focus on the forward 

auctioneer and describe its design and implementation in this section. 

Figure 5.6 illustrates that the auctioneer has its own thread to run 

asynchronously with the marketplace server. After the agents finish placing their 

orders, the marketplace server moves all orders (including uncontracted orders of 

previous session) from the OrderManager to the Board of the auctioneer as shown in 

Figure 5.1, and then he starts the auctioneer’s thread. Once started, the auctioneer 

translates the orders from the Board into the MACE [60] framework, and kicks it off 

to execute matchmaking and pricing. When the MACE framework completed the 

calculation, the auctioneer scans the outcome and writes it back to the Board. On 

the other hand, the marketplace server goes asynchronously to the next session, and 

waits for the auctioneer’s thread to terminate. Here the marketplace server may be 

waiting for the thread to finish. After that the marketplace server moves the 

outcome from the Board to the OrderManager, as well as the market information 

(such as the market price and volume) from the Board to the PriceInfoDB. Finally the 

outcome and the market information can be retrieved by the agents via the 

OrderStatus and the MarketPrice commands, described in the following section. 

The MACE framework embedded in the auctioneer plays two main roles: (1) a 

driver of combinatorial auction and (2) an executer of pricing scheme. The 

WinnerDetermination component of MACE is responsible for computing an 

allocation, i.e. it implements the mixed integer program. After the computation of 

the allocation finishes, the prices are computed by the Pricing component of MACE. 
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These components are pluggable and are easy to be exchanged. We developed our 

own versions of them for W-Mart, implementing the proposed mechanism described 

in Chapter 4. 

The bottommost layer of MACE comprises of third party components including 

an MIP solver. The current implementation of MACE employs JOpt [61] as a wrapper 

to support multiple MIP engines, namely CPLEX [62] and lp_solve [63]. CPLEX is the 

state-of-the-art optimization engine for mixed integer programs, whereas lp_solve 

is an open source alternative implementing branch-and-bound method for solving 

integer problems. For performance reasons, lp_solve is only used for debugging 

purpose whereas CPLEX is applied for evaluation of the mechanism. 

5.5 Protocol 

A dedicated protocol, named CombiSVMP (stands for Combinatorial Simple 

Virtual Market Protocol), has been designed to exchange information between the 

marketplace server and the participant agents. Its basic design is derived from SVMP, 

which is developed for U-Mart v2 system [44]. CombiSVMP extends SVMP to be 

capable of (1) simultaneous interaction with multiple auctioneers, (2) combinatorial 

trading of multiple goods and (3) forward trading of multiple timeslots.  

Table 5-1 lists the commands defined by CombiSVMP. Most of the commands 

have AuctioneerName property as a string to specify the auctioneer with whom the 

agent communicates. Some non-trivial commands and properties are described 

below. 

 The OrderRequest command is used to place a sell/buy order. It has 

OrderSpec property, which includes arbitrary number of goods4 and their 

                                                                    

4 The number of goods is limited to one for sell orders 
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properties like quantity, earliest timeslot, latest timeslot and total number 

of timeslot to provide/use the goods. 

 The OrderStatus command is used to inquire the outcome of past orders. It 

returns OutcomeSpec property, which includes two arrays (vectors) 

representing the quantities and the prices to be sold at each timeslots.  

 The MarketPrice command is used to inquire the historical information of 

the market. It returns a specified number of histories of MarketPriceTable’s, 

which includes the market price (i.e. the average sold price per unit per 

hour) for each good and each timeslot.  

Such an exhaustive capability of CombiSVMP allows participant agents to make 

full use of combinatorial/forward trading features of the proposed marketplace. 
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Table 5-1  Specification of CombiSVMP commands 

Command Arguments Returns 

OrderRequest 
UserID, AuctioneerName, 
SellOrBuy, OrderPrice, 
OrderSpec 

Order ID 

OrderStatus UserID, AuctioneerName 

OrderID, OrderTime, 
AuctioneerName, SellOrBuy,  
OrderPrice, OrderSpec,  
OutcomePrice, OutcomeSpec 

MarketStatus AuctioneerName StatusCode 

MarketPrice 
AuctioneerName, 
HistorySize 

Date, Session, Slot, 
MarketPriceTables 

ServerStatus UserID Date, Session, StatusCode 
ServerDate - Date, Session 
ServerTime - WallclockTime 

 

Remarks: 

OrderSpec = "Good:Quantity:Earliest:Latest:TotalLength;"+ 

OutcomeSpec = "Good:Quantity:Earliest:Latest:SoldQuantities:SoldPrices;"+ 

SoldQuantities = "SoldQuantity[Earliest], ..., SoldQuantity[Latest]" 

SoldPrices = "SoldPrice[Earliest], ..., SoldPrice[Latest]" 

MarketPriceTables = MarketPriceTable+ 

MarketPriceTable = "Good:Offset:MarketPrice[1], ..., MarketPrice[T];"+ 

“+” indicates arbitrary repetition. 
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Chapter 6 Experimental Study 

To confirm the advantage of the proposed mechanisms, three experiments 

have been carried out: (1) validation of combinatorial allocations, (2) estimation of 

scalability, and (3) evaluation of market performance. This chapter demonstrates 

these results and discusses the excellence and weakness of the proposed 

mechanism. 

All the simulations in this chapter are carried out using our W-Mart simulator 

run on the environment shown in Table 6-1. 

 

 

Table 6-1  Simulation environment 

CPU AMD Opteron 8218 HE (2.6 GHz) 

RAM 32GB 

OS CentOS 5.1 (Linux kernel 2.6.18-92.el5) 

JRE Sun Java SE 1.6.0_11 

Solver ILOG CPLEX 11.200 
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6.1 Validation of Combinatorial Allocation 

The proposed mechanism enables combinational allocations for workflows and 

co-allocations. This section investigates two simple cases to see how combinational 

allocations are achieved in the forward market and in the spot market. 

6.1.1 Settings 

The forward market is assumed to have four timeslots (i.e. from zero o’clock to 

four o’clock). Two kinds of services are offered by three providers: the provider 1 

offers service A; the provider 2 and the provider 3 offer service B with different prices. 

Two users require these services in different manners: the user 1 needs the services A 

Table 6-2  Simulation settings for validation of combinatorial allocation 

  Forward Spot 

Market Forward delivery hours 𝑇 = 4 slots 

Seller Service types {𝑔𝑚1 ,𝑔𝑚2 ,𝑔𝑚3} = {A, B, B} 

Quantity of a service �𝑞𝑚1 , 𝑞𝑚2 ,𝑞𝑚3� = {40, 30, 30} units 

Order price Shown in Figure 6.1 thru Figure 6.4 

Buyer Service types 𝐺 ∈ {A, B} 

Number of task in a 
workflow 

𝐻 = 2 

Quantity of service 
required by a task 

𝑞𝑗 = [10, 30] units 

Order price Shown in the figures 

Length of a workflow 𝑙𝑗 = [3, 4] slots 
𝑙𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗 − 𝑏𝑗 + 1  𝑙𝑗 = 1 slot 

Length of a task Shown in Figure 6.1 thru Figure 6.4 
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and B simultaneously for co-allocation; the user 2 needs the services A and B 

sequentially for a workflow. The quantities, valuations and start/finish times of each 

service are shown in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.3. The required runtime of the task 

equals (finish time -start time), which means that no interruption occurs. Table 6-2 

shows the formulations of the simulation parameters. 

Only one timeslot is available for the spot market. The providers and the 

services are the same as those of the forward market. The user 1 and the user 2 

require the same combination of the services A and B, but the valuation of the user 1 

is higher than that of the user 2.  

6.1.2 Results 

Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 respectively show orders and the allocation results in 

the forward market. These results show that orders from all the users are fulfilled. In 

particular, the order from the user 2 consists of two tasks in a workflow – a task of 

the service A and one of the service B – and the services are properly allocated to the 

tasks. These results indicate that the proposed mechanism using the combinational 

auction properly allocated the services to workflow tasks. Note that the provider 3 

won the competition to sell the service B for the user 1 in timeslot 2 because he 

priced it lower than the provider 2 did and therefore generated more total welfare.  

Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 respectively show orders and the allocation results in 

the spot market. The supply of the service B is less than the demand. As a result, the 

user 2 lost the competition and bought nothing. Indeed the provider 1 still has 

enough capacity for the service A, but it is not allocated to the user 2 since it does 

not fulfill the combinational order of the user 2 

6.1.3 Summary 

It is confirmed through this preliminary experiment that the proposed 
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mechanism properly allocates the services amongst multiple providers, multiple 

users, multiple kinds of services and combinatorial requirements for them. The 

outcome of the mechanism is reliable. But how long time does it take? The next 

section will evaluate the overhead to deal with a large number of participants. 
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Figure 6.1  Forward orders 

 
Figure 6.2  Forward allocation 
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Figure 6.3  Spot orders 

 
Figure 6.4  Spot allocation 
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6.2 Estimation of Mechanism Overhead 

Mixed integer programming tends to consume a long time when faced with a 

large problem. This section evaluates the overhead of the proposed mechanism in 

order to confirm its practicality in a cloud computing environment. The evaluation 

assesses the impact of the number of users and timeslots on the runtime. 

6.2.1 Settings 

The simulation is carried out by generating a set of orders and running the 

market mechanism. Since the evaluation aims to assess the overhead, the rounds 

are assumed to be independent; i.e., the result of matchmaking of orders does not 

affect the next orders. The number of timeslots has a range of 

{1,24,120,240,480,720}. The case of #slots = 1 represents trading in the spot 

market, and other cases represent trading in the forward market. The actual time 

span covered by timeslots depends on the length of the timeslot. For example, 

#slots = 720 represents one month with a timeslot of one hour, or represents one 

year with a timeslot of 12 hours. The Japanese electricity exchange is referred as an 

example for the time granularity. This extent of granularity should be applicable to 

the cloud computing environment. 

The number of providers is set to 10, while the number of users has a range of 

{100, 400, 700, 1000}. Figure 6.5 shows the sell orders of the providers. Each 

provider offers a unique service and all the services are available anytime. Figure 6.6 

shows the buy orders of the users. Each user requires one to five services chosen 

randomly out of 10 services to be co-allocated. The task length varies from one to 12 

timeslots. The time margin between ordering and starting a task varies from zero to 

(#slots-12) timeslots. This setting is intended to reflect the current situation of cloud 

computing, where some big companies provide their own services and many small 
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consumers use services to execute their tasks.  

Other parameters are set constant for the sake of simplicity. The quantity of a 

service is 100 units for selling and one unit for buying. The valuation of a service is 

$1/(slot ∙ unit) for selling and $3/(slot ∙ unit) for buying. This setting means a 

loose supply-demand condition with no price competition, where the buyer's 

requirements are likely to be fulfilled. The simulation was conducted 10 times for 

each setting with different random seeds, and the average results are presented. 

Table 6-3  Simulation settings for estimation of mechanism overhead 

  Lower load Higher load 

Market Forward delivery hours 𝑇 ∈ {1,24,120,240,480,720} slots 
(𝑇 = 1 means a spot trading) 

Seller Service types 𝐺 ∈ {A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J} 

Quantity of a service 𝑞𝑖,𝑘 = 100 units 

Order price (per unit per hour) 𝑣𝑖
𝑞𝑖,𝑘�𝑑𝑖,𝑘−𝑏𝑖,𝑘+1�

= 1 dollar 

Buyer Service types 𝐺 ∈ {A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J} 

Number of task in a workflow 𝐻 ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} 

Quantity of service required 
by a task 

𝑞𝑗,𝑘 = 1 unit 
𝑞𝑗,𝑘 = [1, 100] units, 

uniform dist. 

Order price (per unit per hour) 𝑣𝑗
𝑞𝑗,𝑘𝑙𝑗,𝑘

= 3 dollars 

Length of a workflow 𝑙𝑗,𝑘 = [1, 12] slots, uniform dist. 

𝑙𝑗,𝑘 = 𝑑𝑗,𝑘 − 𝑏𝑗,𝑘 + 1  

Length of a task 𝑙𝑗,1 = ⋯ = 𝑙𝑗,𝐻 = 𝑙𝑗 hours 

Margin [0,𝑇 − 12] slots, uniform dist. 
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Table 6-3 shows the formulation of the simulation parameters.  

 

 
Figure 6.5  Sell orders 

 

 
Figure 6.6  Buy orders 
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6.2.2 Results 

A. Lower Load 

First a basic evaluation is carried out as described above, which simulates 

relatively easy supply-demand conditions. 

 Overall Runtime 

Figure 6.7 shows the overall runtime consumed by the market mechanism to 

perform a round of matchmaking. For the forward market, it takes more than five 

minutes with 720 timeslots and 1000 users. However, it is still shorter than the length 

of a timeslot, which is assumed to be one hour or 12 hours. The result for the spot 

market is shown as #Timeslots = 1. For the spot market, it takes less than one 

second. The overall runtime is essentially proportional to |𝑀| × |𝑁| × |𝐺| × 𝑇, 

which is the number of iterations to build the model and parse the results. 

 
Figure 6.7  Overall runtime (lower load) 
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 Solver Runtime 

Figure 6.8 shows the runtime of the solver, i.e. excluding the time to build the 

model, etc. It takes less than 3 seconds in the worst case. This means the translated 

problems are so easy for MIP solver. The solver runtime is mainly affected by the 

difficulty to find the optimal solution, which is more sensitive to the number of 

conflicted orders than the number of timeslots. Further investigation is needed 

about the intensity of confliction, which is shown in the next chart. 

 

Figure 6.8  Solver runtime (lower load) 
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 Demand/supply Ratio 

Figure 6.9 depicts the demand/supply ratio (D/S) of an arbitrary simulation run 

of the lower-load experiments. The X axis indicates the timeslot (720 in total) and Y 

axis indicates the type of service, and the color block indicates the D/S. We can see 

the D/S is less than 50% throughout the simulation, that is, almost no competition 

occurs during the trading. Therefore, we can consider that the results of lower-load 

experiments show mainly the overhead of the wrapping W-Mart mechanism, which 

converts the orders into the MIP and vise versa, rather than the performance of 

underlying MIP solver. 

It is needed to evaluate the capacity of MIP solver when faced to larger problem 

derived from higher demand/supply ratio. The next section will investigate it. 

 
Figure 6.9  Example demand/supply ratio (lower load) 
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B. Higher Load 

The quantity of buying orders is changed from 1 unit to a random value chosen 

uniformly within [1. .100] units (on average 50.5 units), whereas the quantity of 

selling orders are 100 units. This makes the demand-supply conditions very hard and 

competitions among users are expected to occur frequently. Other parameters are 

identical to those of the lower-load experiment. 

 Overall Runtime 

Figure 6.10 shows the overall runtime of the market mechanism to perform a 

round of matchmaking. One plot indicates one simulation run. The x axis indicates 

the demand/supply ratio. When the D/S is below 200%, all the simulation runs 

finishes within 60 seconds. When the D/S is above 200%, in contrast, some of the 

simulation eventually begins to consume a very long time.  

 
Figure 6.10  Overall Runtime (higher load) 
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 Solver Runtime 

Figure 6.11 shows the runtime of the solver with the same scenario. It also 

jumps up when the D/S exceeds 200%. Some of them is over 3600 seconds and is 

not plotted on the chart5. The largest overhead of W-Mart mechanism (i.e. the 

difference between the overall runtime and the solver runtime) is 235 seconds at 

𝐷/𝑆 = 2.48, when the solver spends 1870 seconds with 10 providers and 900 

users. We can consider that the runtime of the solver itself becomes dominant when 

the solver encounters a difficult situation. Note that 1870 seconds is still shorter 

than the length of a timeslot in our trading schedule (see Figure 4.3).  

                                                                    

5 The solver’s runtime is limited to 3600 seconds in this experiment. 

 

Figure 6.11  Solver runtime (higher load) 
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 Demand/Supply Ratio 

Figure 6.12 depicts the demand/supply ratio (D/S) of an arbitrary simulation run 

of the higher-load experiments. The D/S grows up as the number of users increase, 

and the higher D/S leads to the more runtime of the solver. Note that the runtime of 

the solver can be exponential to the number of collisions for resources, which is not 

necessarily proportional to the D/S ratio.  

6.2.3 Summary 

The simulation results show that the proposed mechanism will scale up to 720 

timeslots, 1000 users, 10 providers and 10 services. With 200% or more excess load 

conditions, however, the MIP solver tends to consume a much longer time: typically 

1 hour or longer at 250% load with 720 timeslots. Nevertheless, remember that the 

proposed marketplace mechanism secures enough time to perform matchmaking: 1 

hour for spot and 22 hours for forward trading.  

 
Figure 6.12  Example demand/supply ratio (higher load) 
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6.3 Evaluation of Market Performance 

Three experiments are contracted to see the performance of the proposed 

mechanism. The first experiment runs a single market (the forward market or the 

spot market) and evaluates how the combinatorial auction improves the 

performance. The second and the third experiments run the forward market and the 

spot market simultaneously to see the interaction between them and to evaluate the 

performance of the whole marketplace with various users.  

Figure 6.13 illustrates the difference between these scenarios. First, in the 

 
Figure 6.13  Overview of the experiments 
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single-market experiment, the effectiveness of the combinational auction is studied 

by running four scenarios: (1) forward/combinatorial, (2) forward/separate, (3) 

spot/combinatorial and (4) spot/separate. Each user places a combination of orders 

for services in the scenario (1) and (3). The forward market and the spot market are 

used in the marketplace in the scenario (1) and (3), respectively. In the scenarios (2) 

and (4), each user places orders for services separately. 

Second, in the dual-market basic experiment, the practicality of running two 

markets simultaneously is studied, where the forward contracts should have a 

priority over the spot contracts. Combinatorial orders are enabled in this scenario. 

Third, in the dual-market extensive experiment, the characteristics of the 

marketplace running two markets is studied. 

6.3.1 Settings  

The simulations are carried out with the settings described below. Table 6-4 

summarizes all the parameters used in the simulations.  

A. Market 

One timeslot is one hour and one day is 24 timeslots. The market operates for 

30 days (720 hours). The forward market deals with seven days (168 hours) of future 

services and clears a round at every midnight. The spot market deals with one hour 

of services and clears a round every hour. This setting exactly implements the 

trading schedule described in Section 4. 
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Table 6-4  Simulation settings for evaluation of market performance 

 Single market Dual market 

Market Duration of operation 𝑇 = 720 hours 

Forward delivery days 𝐹 = 7 days 

Seller Service type 𝐺 ∈ {A, B, C, D, E}  

Quantity of a service 𝑞𝑖 = 100 units 

Order price (per unit per hour) 𝑣𝑖
𝑞𝑖(𝑑𝑖−𝑏𝑖+1) = 1 dollar 

Buyer Service type 𝐺 ∈ {A, B, C, D, E} 

Number of task in a workflow 𝐻 ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5} 

Quantity of service required 
by a task 

𝑞𝑗 = [1, 100] units, uniform dist. 

Order price (per unit per hour) 𝑣𝑗
𝑞𝑗𝑙𝑗

= [2, 10] dollars, uniform dist. 

Length of a workflow 𝑙𝑗 = [2, 24] hours, exponential dist. 
(𝜆 = 0.25) 

𝑙𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗 − 𝑏𝑗 + 1  

Length of a 
task 

Leading tasks 𝑙𝑗,1 = ⋯ = 𝑙𝑗,𝐻−1 = [1, 𝑙𝑗 − 1] hours,  
uniform dist. 

Following task 𝑙𝑗,𝐻 = 𝑙𝑗 − 𝑙𝑗,1 hours 

Margin Forward [2, 7] days, uniform dist. 

Spot 2 hours 

Arrival rate 
(Poisson 
Arrival) 

Forward 
𝜆 ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 
14, 20, 30, 40, 50} 

𝜆 = 10 

Spot 𝜆 ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 
14, 20, 30} 
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B. Seller Agents 

There are five sellers with different kind of services, namely service A, B, C, D, 

and E. A seller has an ability to provide constant units of his service every hour. The 

order price is fixed to $1 per unit per hour, for the sake of simplicity. A seller agent 

attempts to sell all amount of his service as early as possible. For instance, after he 

ordered 100 units and contracted 30 units to sell in one round, he will order to sell 

remaining 70 units in the next round. 

C. Buyer Agents 

Each buyer has their own applications presented by workflows. Each workflow 

consists of two phases of tasks, namely the leading task(s) and the following task, as 

shown in Figure 6.14. Each task requires service A, B, C, D or E, exclusively. The 

overall length of a workflow follows the exponential distribution with 𝜆 = 0.25, 

where the minimum length is two hours and the maximum is 24 hours. This means 

that 50% of the workflows have four hours or shorter length. The lengths of the 

leading tasks are set randomly within the overall length of the workflow and the 

following task spends the remainder. The valuation of a task follows the uniform 

distribution between 2 and 10 cents per unit per hour for each task. The order price is 

the sum of the valuations of all tasks in the workflow. 

 
Figure 6.14  Shapes of workflow 
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The user places an order for services before the time the user actually start to 

use them. The margin of time between ordering and starting the services follows the 

uniform distribution between two and seven days for the forward orders, and is fixed 

to two hours for the spot orders. The quantity of each service in an order follows the 

uniform distribution between 1 and 100 units. Figure 6.15 shows examples of orders 

to the forward market and to the spot market. Arrival of workflows is assumed to 

follow the Poisson Arrival with parameters shown in Table 6-4, where 𝜆 denotes the 

expected number of arrival in one day and 𝑘 denotes the maximum number of 

occurrences in one day. The simulation run is conducted 100 times for each arrival 

rate and the average results are shown. 

 
Figure 6.15  Buyer order 
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A buyer agent attempts to buy all services in a workflow. In 

forward/combinatorial scenario he orders all services at once as a bundle; in other 

scenarios he divides the bundle into a set of orders in an appropriate manner. Figure 

6.16 illustrates how to divide a workflow depending on the market mechanism. Here, 

a user demands a workflow of three services, for example, starting with four hours of 

A and B followed by two hours of C. In (1) the forward/combinatorial scenario he puts 

one order for all services on the forward market at once. In (2) the forward/separate 

scenario he puts three orders for each service on the forward market at the same 

time, i.e. each order is processed independently. In (3) the spot/combinatorial 

scenario he puts six orders for each timeslot on the spot market for six times. In (4) 

the spot/separate scenario he puts 10 orders for each service and timeslot on the 

spot market for six times. The workflow is fulfilled if he succeeds to reserve all 

services in the workflow; otherwise the workflow is not fulfilled and reserved 

services are wasted, i.e. paid but not utilized. In other words, the wasted services 

give the buyer no benefit while consuming his budget. 

 
Figure 6.16  Order division 
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6.3.2 Performance Metrics 

The following metrics are used to evaluate the performance of the market 

mechanisms. 

 Demand/supply ratio (D/S)  

Demand/supply ratio (D/S) indicates a load on the overall system, in other 

words, the total quantity (i.e. the product of quantity and total runtime) of services 

requested by users compared to those offered by providers. It also aggregates all 

kinds of service. The aggregation of different services is acceptable since they have 

an identical setting in our experiments. D/S is computed by (19). 

𝐷/𝑆 =
∑ ∑ 𝑞𝑗,𝑘𝑙𝑗,𝑘𝑘∈𝐺𝑗∈𝑁

∑ ∑ 𝑞𝑖,𝑘�𝑑𝑖,𝑘 − 𝑏𝑖,𝑘 + 1�𝑘∈𝐺𝑖∈𝑀
 (19) 

 Workflow completion rate (WC)  

Workflow completion rate (WC) indicates the rate of the number of workflows 

fulfill their requirements compared to the total number of workflows. A higher rate 

means better performance. Note that WC compares the number of workflows, not 

the quantity of services in workflows. WC is computed by (20). 

𝑊𝐶 =
∑ 𝑢𝑗𝑗∈𝑁

|𝑁|  (20) 
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 Cost performance (CP)  

Cost performance (CP) indicates the users' total valuation fulfilled (excluding 

wasted services) compared to the total payments (including wasted services) by the 

users. A higher value means better performance. CP is computed by (21). 

𝐶𝑃 =
∑ 𝑣𝑗𝑢𝑗𝑗∈𝑁

∑ 𝑝𝑗𝑗∈𝑁
 (21) 

 Global utilization (GU)  

Global utilization (GU) indicates the total quantity of services utilized in the 

market (i.e. reserved and not wasted) compared to those offered by providers. A 

higher utilization means better performance. GU is computed by (22). 

𝐺𝑈 =
∑ ∑ 𝑞𝑗,𝑘𝑢𝑗𝑘∈𝐺𝑗∈𝑁

∑ ∑ 𝑞𝑖,𝑘𝑘∈𝐺𝑖∈𝑀
 (22) 

 Market price (MP)  

It indicates an average price per unit per hour decided in the market. The 

users/providers actually pays/earns this amount of money. A lower price means 

better for users. MP is computed by (23). 

𝑀𝑃 =
∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑖∈𝑀

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑦𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡𝑞𝑖,𝑘𝑡∈𝑇𝑘∈𝐺𝑗∈𝑁𝑖∈𝑀
 (23) 

Note that the minimum MP in the experiments is 3.5. The reason is that an 

order price is $1 for a selling order and [$2 … $10] in uniform distribution ($6 on 

average) for a buying order; thus, the K-pricing scheme calculates (1 + 6)/2 = 3.5. 
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6.3.3 Results 

A. Single Market 

First the results of the single-market experiments are shown to compare 

performance of four market mechanisms: forward/combinatorial (fwd/cmb), 

forward/separate (fwd/sep), spot/combinatorial (spt/cmb), and spot/separate 

(spt/sep). 

 Workflow Completion Rate 

Figure 6.17 shows the workflow completion rate (WC). First we can see the 

advantage of the forward market mechanism. Users have more opportunity to buy 

services that satisfy the users’ requests in the forward market. Second, the 

combinatorial market mechanism shows more advantage compared to the separate 

market mechanism. In the cloud computing model discussed in this thesis, users 

 
Figure 6.17  Workflow completion rate (single market) 
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need to reserve services for all tasks in the users’ workflow. The combinatorial 

market releases all services for tasks in the workflow if it fails to fulfill the 

requirements, while the separate market keeps them. Thus, the separate market 

significantly wastes services and degrades the performance. It is clear that fwd/cmb 

is the best mechanism to improve WC. 

 Cost Performance 

Figure 6.18 shows the cost performance (CP). CP indicates the effectiveness of 

the market mechanism from the users’ point of view. The result shows that CP keeps 

the ideal value in fwd/cmb mechanism, because it guarantees the users to profit 

from all the services they pay for. In other mechanisms, in contrast, CP decreases 

monotonically because they cannot guarantee the users to complete their 

workflows while keeping the payments for the fragmented services. 

 
Figure 6.18  Cost performance (single market) 
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 Global Utilization 

Figure 6.19 shows the global utilization (GU). GU indicates the effectiveness of 

the market mechanism from the providers’ point of view. Ideally speaking, GU can 

be equal to D/S where D/S ≤  1 and can be 1 where D/S >  1. The result shows 

that GU increases monotonically in fwd/cmb mechanism since it does not waste any 

services. In fwd/sep mechanism the similar trend is observed where D/S ≤  1. In the 

spot market mechanism, in contrast, GU is saturated quickly and begins to decrease 

because the excessive collision in the spot market makes most of the workflow 

incomplete and wastes significant amount of services. 

 
Figure 6.19  Global utilization (single market) 
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 Market Price 

Figure 6.20 shows the market price (MP). Again we see the advantage of the 

forward market mechanism, in which the users can buy services at significantly low 

prices compared to those of the spot market mechanism. Remember that the 

market mechanism determines winners among users' requests according to their 

valuation. Users undergo such competitions for every timeslots in the spot market 

mechanism, buying services at unreasonably high prices and wasting most of them. 

In the forward market mechanism, in contrast, users experience fewer competitions 

for entire reservations, resulting in reasonable prices and efficient utilization of 

services. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6.20  Market price (single market) 
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B. Dual Market – Basic 

Next the results of the dual-market basic experiment are shown to verify the 

independency between the forward market and the spot market running 

simultaneously. In this scenario the forward contracts should have a priority over the 

spot contracts; otherwise the forward trading cannot serve as an advance 

reservation. It is verified by deploying two users: one takes part in fwd/cmb with a 

constant load (D/S = 0.2) and the other takes part in spt/cmb while changing its load. 

The providers place the order first at the forward market to sell as much as possible 

and next at the spot market to sell the remainder.  

Figure 6.21 through Figure 6.24 show the workflow completion rate (WC), the 

cost performance (CP), the global utilization (GU), and the average market price 

(MP), respectively. Their x axes indicate the aggregate load of two markets. The plots 

indicate that the performance of fwd/cmb does not fluctuate and is not affected by 

the spot market. Thus the users can rely on the forward market to make an advance 

reservation. At the same time, the spot market also works well; it contributes to the 

providers utilizing the remainder resources and to the users procuring immediate 

resources. 

The simulation results with various loads in fwd/cmb are shown in the Appendix. 
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Figure 6.21  Workflow completion rate (dual market basic) 

 
Figure 6.22  Cost performance (dual market basic) 
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Figure 6.23  Global utilization (dual market basic) 

 
Figure 6.24  Average market price (dual market basic) 
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C. Dual Market – Extensive 

At last the dual-market extensive experiments are carried out to investigate the 

behavior of the whole marketplace when the users arbitrarily choose the forward 

market or the spot market to acquire their services. In this scenario a specific 

percentage of buying orders are put in the forward market and the rest are put in the 

spot market. By changing the share of the forward/spot markets, a wide range of 

possible situations are simulated and the characteristics of the whole marketplace 

are evaluated. 

Figure 6.25 through Figure 6.28 show the workflow completion rate (WC), the 

cost performance (CP), the global utilization (GU), and the average market price 

(MP), respectively. Their x axes indicate the percentage of the orders put in the 

forward market, whereas the rest of the orders go to the spot market (i.e. “20% 

forward orders” means “80% spot orders”). When the load is low enough (i.e. 

𝐷/𝑆 ≤ 0.3), the spot market and the forward market have no difference in terms of 

their performance. Both the users and the providers have no reason to use the 

forward market under these conditions. In contrast, when the load get higher (i.e. 

𝐷/𝑆 ≥ 0.5), the advantage of the forward market becomes clear; WC and CP 

increases monotonically to the share of the forward market. MP drops sharply by 

shifting a half or less percentage of orders from the spot market to the forward 

market (i.e. 0% → 40% forward orders). GU clearly depicts the disadvantage of the 

spot market against high load (i.e. 𝐷/𝑆 > 0.5); it rather decreases to the D/S ratio 

when 40% or less orders go to the forward market. 
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Figure 6.25  Workflow completion rate (dual market extensive) 

 
Figure 6.26  Cost performance (dual market extensive) 
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Figure 6.27  Global utilization (dual market extensive) 

 
Figure 6.28  Market price (dual market extensive) 
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6.3.4 Summary 

Three experiments have been carried out to evaluate the marketplace designs. 

The first experiment compared four types of market design running alone. The 

results showed that the forward/combinatorial design brings the best completion 

rate and cost performance for the users as well as the highest global utilization and 

second lowest market price. The second experiment confirmed that operating the 

spot market along with the forward market does not disturb the advance 

reservations while increasing the global utilization. The third experiment thoroughly 

simulated possible behaviors of the users. The results again clarified the advantage 

of the forward market against high demand/supply ratio. Although these results 

depend on the simulation settings, we can say that establishing a marketplace with 

not only the spot market but also the forward market can significantly improve its 

performance for both the users and the providers. 

Additionally, the performance of conventional scheduling systems is estimated 

to be similar with the separate market mechanism, since no conventional scheduler 

is able to reserve a combination of resources for a workflow. The single-market 

experiment demonstrated that forward/combinatorial mechanism always 

outperforms the separate market mechanisms in WC and GU. Consequently, we can 

say that the proposed forward/combinatorial mechanism outperforms any 

conventional scheduling systems under the condition discussed in this thesis. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions 

7.1 Achievements 

An intelligent marketplace for optimal service allocation in the cloud computing 

environment is desired to be established. This thesis proposed a combinatorial 

auction-based marketplace mechanism to support enterprise workflow-based 

applications built on the cloud services. It employs an exact optimization technique 

to achieve a Pareto-efficient allocation of services. The proposed marketplace 

consists of a forward market for an advance reservation and a spot market for 

immediate allocation of services so that the users reliably plan the use of cloud 

services within budget limitations.  

Three experiments have been carried out in this thesis: (1) validation of 

combinatorial allocations, (2) estimation of mechanism overhead, and (3) evaluation 

of market performance. The first experiment demonstrated that the proposed 

mechanism succeeded to do matchmaking between multiple services and 

combinatorial requests according to the allocation scheme, as well as to determine 

their price according to the pricing scheme. The second experiment evaluated the 

overhead of matchmaking and pricing schemes of the proposed mechanism, and 

showed that the overhead is acceptable in an expected cloud computing 

environment. The third experiment compared four types of market mechanism, and 

showed that the proposed forward/combinatorial mechanism brought a superior 
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performance in both individual usability and system-wide efficiency. The third 

experiment also simulated a wide range of the users’ preference between 

forward/spot markets, and concluded that the more users preferred the forward 

market, the more performance could be achieved against tight demand/supply 

conditions. 

7.2 Future Works 

Sophisticated strategies of seller/buyer agents can significantly improve the 

performance of the market. For instance, a buyer agent can reduce wasted resources 

and can increase workflow completion rate by employing a smarter strategy to 

make his orders. Moreover, it is essential for seller/buyer agents to adjust their order 

price according to the market price in competition with each other6. The future work 

will therefore investigate the market behavior using more sophisticated strategies of 

seller/buyer agents.  

Interesting research objectives include the autonomous behavior of the market 

price, particularly the interaction between the forward market and the spot market, 

where the forward price is expected to be a forecast of the spot price. A high price in 

the forward market indicates a busy hour of the provider. By watching the forward 

price, a buyer can predict the demand-supply conditions and avoid purchasing an 

unnecessarily high-priced service. As a result, the demand-supply ratio (and thus the 

market price) is expected to be smooth and stable. This can be seen as an 

autonomous load-balancing functionality achieved by the dual-market design, which 

cannot be realized by the spot market alone. However, it is not clear that these 

                                                                    

6 The first fundamental theorem of welfare economics states that a competitive equilibrium 

among participants leads to a Pareto efficient allocation of resources [66]. This is also known as the 

invisible hand of God. 
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selfish participants are able to sustain such a peaceful marketplace; therefore further 

study with various agents is needed in the future research. 

Real-world movements toward cloud computing marketplace are just ongoing. 

In May 2011, SpotCloud [64] opened a bilateral marketplace for both cloud service 

providers and consumers. The contribution of this thesis is not only to propose an 

efficient mechanism of cloud computing marketplace but also to encourage 

pioneers designing such a real-world marketplace. Our simulator, named W-Mart, 

can help them predict the behavior of the market by means of extensive multi-agent 

simulations. Its source code will be open to the public and contribute to further 

researches and developments. 

7.3 Outlook 

At the end of the thesis, let's imagine a world where the cloud service 

marketplace comes true... 

The proposed market mechanism is so generic that any kind of service can be 

traded equally upon it. In a realistic scenario, however, the marketplace will be used 

hierarchically. For instance, a bundle of a low-level "storage service" and a high-level 

"corporate management consulting service" is not likely to be ordered, but that of a 

"storage service" and another low-level "networking service" are likely to be ordered. 

There appears a hierarchical structure within the marketplace. 

Broker agents will play an important role in these hierarchical settings. A broker 

buys a bundle of some low-level services in the forward market, integrates them into 

a higher-level service, and sells it again in the spot market, typically at a higher price. 

For example, Dropbox [65] provides a high-level file synchronization/versioning 

service on top of Amazon's low-level virtual machine/storage service. As such, 

brokering is a major approach to do business in today's cloud computing 
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environment, and its importance will not change in future's cloud service 

marketplace. The proposed mechanism is excellent in that it supports a variety of 

brokering activities in a single marketplace. 

The marketization of cloud computing services will raise a wide range of 

businesses and activities around the marketplace. It may include an insurance 

company who covers a failure of the service providers, a credit rating agency who 

evaluates the reliability and reputations of the providers, and an independent 

agency like the Securities and Exchange Commission who enforces fair trading on all 

the participants in the marketplace. The double-sided auction will certainly be the 

best mechanism to support fair trading among a variety of companies and citizens. 

The author believes that it will be a keystone for a nation to have control over 

the cloud computing marketplace. The computing power is now fundamental to any 

business, science, government, military affairs, and social activities – we cannot live 

without them – and will be traded beyond the border as a commodity. Therefore, the 

meta-information generated by the marketplace (i.e. the worldwide flow/price/ 

demand/supply/etc. of the computing power) can indicate the movement of the 

world, and the quickest knowledge about it will bring an invaluable advantage to the 

nation who controls the marketplace. 
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Appendix 

A.1  Complete Results of Dual-market Basic Experiment 

The supplemental results of the dual-market basic experiment (Section 6.3.3B) 

are shown in this appendix. In the following pages GU stands for the global 

utilization, WC stands for the workflow completion ratio, and CP stands for the cost 

performance. 
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